English

Use your inference skills to answer the following questions on this picture. See the second page for a larger image.

Who is the girl in the picture?
Where has she come from?
What stories have been told in her village for centuries?
What do you think she hopes will be inside the house?
What will she actually find inside?
Why is she all alone?
What are the golden specks of light that appear at the front of the picture?
How has the girl found this place?

Maths & Geography

This year should have been the Tokyo 2020 Olympics. During the Olympic Games many national flags are on display such as our flag (The Union Jack). Here’s a chance to investigate some of them:

Pick a flag and investigate some of the following:
What shapes can you see in it? Can you describe them and their angles?
Does the flag have any lines of symmetry, if so how many lines?
Can you find any pairs of parallel lines? If so mark them on your flag.
Can you find a way to classify the shapes in your flag?
Now try with another flag (See page 3 for more flags). You could also try and find out which countries the flags represent.

Topic – Science

Can you work out what this image is? Look carefully at the detail. Visit the Explorify website to find out and read the background Science section.


Reading

Please read at home at least 3 times each week.

Spelling

Please practise our Deadly Dozen words:
would, could, should, there, their they're

Times Tables

Make sure you access your Times Table Rock Stars account.
Can you find out which country these flags represent?